
Objections to draft Local PlanSA32 Sainsburys Green Lanes p315, p359 of the Enfield 
Local Plan.

This email relates to the proposed development of
Sainsbury's site at Winchmore Hill. I have lived in Enfield for
most of my life and now reside at 50 Orpington Road
N213PG. I am proud and grateful to live in this area but am
deeply perturbed by the plans proposed by  yourselves, in
particular to the proposals for the change of use of this site. I
wish to register the following objections 

If implemented  the plan will result in reducing the existing
open space around the store and it's car park. More dwellings
means more cars and lorries with a corresponding rise in
pollution levels.

More people means an increase in already stretched  local
healthcare services and education. 

Sainsbury's park is utilised by the local community especially
the elderly and the young who live across the road in local
flats with no gardens. 
The apartments will have a negative impact on the look and
feel of the surrounding area. There are already plans for 
residential developments in the vicinity, like the Police Station
and Travis Perkins site. More dwellings on the Sainsbury's
site will put yet more strain on local medical, transport and
education provision.

If Sainsbury's is lost there is no other major supermarkets in
the area. This would severely affect elderly and disabled
residents of nearby dwellings. 

As a suggestion, couldnt the land at Morrisons car park be
utilized without affecting nearby housing,?

it is my understanding that there is already at covenant that
Sainsbury's site should not be considered for development
and this was factored into the original Sainsbury's
agreement.  A green belt space was developed and there
was a ceiling height placed on this Sainsbury's structure to
ensure that the building blended in with the surroundings.

I Iook forward to receiving your response.
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